SC20 SCC Team Profile
Team GeekPie_HPC
ShanghaiTech University
• What is the name of your team and why did you choose
it?
Our team name is GeekPie_HPC. GeekPie_ is a large comprehensive student association in our school attracting science
enthusiasts of different backgrounds. The underscore simulates a blinking cursor in the command line. The association
has various branches like GeekPie_Robotics, GeekPie_Security
and GeekPie_DevOps. We are the HPC branch, so our team
name is GeekPie_HPC.

• Why do you think your team will have an edge in the
event (what’s your secret sauce)?
Since we have invested huge amount of efforts in building
our DevOps and Coding ability this year. Meanwhile, never
before has the technology been so advanced; never before
has the open-sourced spirit been so popular and never before
have we gotten such a tremendous support from our school,
instructors, and, most importantly, by each others.
By the way, Harry Chen has graduated, how could we fear
THU, haha!

• What have you done to prepare that makes your team
unique?
We are 5 vegetable chickens and 1 happy princess, plus one
big cow and another big cow.
Formally, half of our team members took the Parallel Computing course last semester and learned a bunch of parallel
algorithms. We treated each other chickens every group
meetings periodically to push each other become fatter in
knowledge.
We also proved our team is unique: As the competition rule
stated, each member can participate in at most one team.
Conversely, if any two picked teams share any member, then
they must be the same team. As far as the uniqueness of
human individuals is admitted, the uniqueness of any team
is trivially induced.

• What are you most looking forward to in the competition?
Championship!

• What time zone is your team competing from?
GMT+8.

• What do your team members do for fun?
We are to conquer the benchmark for Reinforcement Learning - MoJoCo (http://www.mujoco.org/) for fun.

• If your team had a theme song, what would it be?
Invincible https://youtu.be/gHbo2mtroTk

• Can you share an interesting fact about your team?
We are from the youngest school among all the participants.
We will celebrate our centennial anniversary after 93 years.

